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understood each sentence, on the basis of an intuitive decision.
Another experiment was conducted with sentences in which the verbs
prevented possible ambiguity, in order to determine whether or apt
other information is used in initial comprehension. It was found that
readers initially fill a gap in a sentence with the most salient
possible filler, and that this strategy is followed even when
semantic control information about a verb seems to prohibit it.
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COMPREHE ZING SENTENCES WITH MULTIPLE A_LE=.-,AP DEPENDENCIES*
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and Ly 7*.J.:ziey

Oe: of L'guistics
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reN,

co Theories ' sente =2 comprehension come in varieti.es. Theor es of one
r-4

variety, which :an be -med "interactive", emphasi extreme versic tie grand
CD
-j complexity of sentence mprehension. They view a :c= iistenHr. as using wiL

C:1
variety of type= of in -mation in a largely unstruc

to believe suc}- thecH, is the fact that people idE is ve rapidly Wr'

occur in mean- jful se Jnce contexts.

The °the type o' .?_ory can be called "autonc=, the;'-iF,s attempt o: E7ia1 :t..

the process of enter:a -,mpreension into simpler nrf,H -ices They cl n Fiat

possibilities f -ion F .on these simpler t = =1y cor.s7rane:

their extreTie vE: -"7C .=!)/ cl, lat the compor .T-"inct !

levels, in that t: T/ a .0 ere in terms itec' LA in at

they apply differeit c 'es to different fo These

theories attempt to _ le order
. comp ex races:.

My colleague Ly- ';17 id ,Ire ionductinc rich we h.oe wiil "Tase apart

distinct and prr 7.'oig in the sentence ompre if on. Our

goal is to identif_ c nL t levels -= processing I: the type: of H..-nlvistics and

extralinguitic info- -,-lev,z1 uses. We have upon a class :f sentence

constructions that a ,. _1 interest in both and psycholingics,

sentences with lonc- .3:pendencies between :hei Jer7ents. Our ir:tial cocus has

to
been upon sentences 17:, gap relations. Consith :7-TiT_ence 1A, in of tie

9 handout. The verb to tal" this sentence seems to cc a subject, anei the pre-

fined way.

OW.

ri position is r sing en et act. We refer to the pos-i.7ions of these miasfnc elements as
IMMO

CI' "gaps", fo-lowing Chomsk_ ysis of such sentences. gap has a "f117 . In the

Lt_ illustration, we have conracte each gap to its appropr'..-ibl Presoraz- a person

reading or hearing the se-77-tnc must do the same.
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The eper1-7- I will report I -ay studied the wa:, in wr ossi = lers tc

gaps, anc attEmpted to identify br_ 7-j the straten readers fc- 1n, is ing = '-gap

assignments, a the types of infprmation they L. iF app- 777'1

We contra-T.-A the compreher: of sentenc-- s -T-..e17.:e 'A wit' ---,1prehensi-n

of sentences 2A. Note that 7.-=se sentences E Aentcal the last ,,T'-d. They

are temflrari7 mbiguous up to point, anc jr amt ty Ties in which ''ler shou-

be assimed tc gap before ti verb "to tal . Many Fee The finr entence

a little horde- .o unierstand than Sentence 1A... e se :f w riment s to

demonstrate the: this is in fact tne case. Le-7- go oT.

to interpret t s finding, among others.

Ae :ted -3 sentences modelled on E Ample: F,..tual sent: ices

were -o aid Examples lB and 2B are actua- in cc son-er:e: we ::-:7.A. We

wrote ''er rat forms of each sentence, inc 2orri5 s 1 73 = 2B.

We pre: ,.ed ese sentences, intermingled var ng str. 7 on

a compu- video display, with tl-H very jr- -Lc 4

student .7je.- 7:Oat they were to press one button a7 oL TY.:ss -le if ey thought

they -:tc the sentence, and another if they fc. '9, e emphE.--"...ed to

our su: L:s t'H should make quick, intuitive .f.s.-:.-ause of pil -esearch,

we usec mods presentation in which each word WES pr fc-- :50 msec,

and instJctec subjects to respond very quickly aftE- hiord of the sentence.

We measured tr, -ime subjects took to make a respow:e th:- .r:"Ji,:yl that the Tmprehended

the sentence, we measured the probability that thEy 1aa se r-,--the- than the

response indict -'g that they were confused. Note that, in th corrbarisons, all

our sentences with the same last few words, so that wp- -.jbuT-e any reaction

time results to differences in word reading time.
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Or a Aom y se ect,- i one-third of the trials when subjects indicated that

they sen:en:-,, we presented a question about the sentence. In the

case of -nt,--st we asks of Examples 1B and 2B, "Who would sing those songs?"

We reco-ced answers.

Ou- me, re of Co Fr r -ehension judgments indicated that sentences like 2

were incLed arder to undo stand than sentences like 1.. As indicated in Panel

B, the ,'1.H.-JtE :e witL)ut a preposition took about 100 msec longer to understand,

ant suects reported understanding them 14% less frequently. Interestingly,

questicns abut the two types of sentences were answered with equal accuracy.

We propose the follo/ing account of the differences we obtained. A reader,

Alen he or she detects a gap in a sentence, nitially chooses a possible filler

from earlier in the sentence and assigns it to the gap. The filler chosen is

the mometarily most one. Generally, this will he the most recent one,

"the li ::le child" in Examples IB and 2B. The reader stays with this single

initial assignment urril contrary evidence arrives. In Example 1B, which we

call a Recent Filler Eantence, no contrary evidence arrives. The preposition

"for" appears, and, since it is not followed by a noun phrase, it must have a

gap after it. The heac of the relative clause, the woman," which must be

assigned to some gap as a filler, is assigned to after the preposition.

In Example 2B, a Distant Filler sentence, contr 1-::vlen,,:e does arrive, The

sentence ends without assigning the obligatory ::e, .; woman" to any gap.

Since it must be assigned to some gap, the reader mus',. give up the original

assignment of "the little child" to the gap before the verb, and assign the

woman" to this gap. This reanalysis process takes time, and is subject to

error, resulting in the comprehension differences we obtained.



We have one niece of evidence that indicates subjects may choose the most

salient filler to assign to a gap, not just the most recent. Half of our sentences

had a relative pronoun present (parenthesized in Examples IB and 2B), and half

did not. Presence of a relative pronoun may serve to highlight the -:e of the

noun phrase which precedes it - "the woman" in ou- examples - as the -ad of the

relative clause, and thus make it more salient as a filler. In fact, including

a relative pronoun decreased the difficulty of understanding Distant -7iller

sentences like Example 2B, but not Recent Filler sentences like Sentence 18.

These data can be s2en in Panel C. We interpret them as indicating that the

relative pronoun mdi,,es it more likely that the noun phrase to which it refers

will be selected quickly as a filler.

So far, we identified a strategy of assigning the most salient filler

to a gap. Such a strategy, we claim, uses syntactic information, about the

grammatical category to which words belong, about the phrase structure rules

that apply to them, and, when the argument is worked through in detail, about

their subcategorization frames. Is other information, such as semantic or

pragmatic information, used in making this initial assignment?

Our experiment contained sentences like Examples 3A and 4A (38 end 4B are

actual sentences from the experiment). These are just like our earlier sentences,

except that the verb of the relative clause does not permit the possible ambiguity

allowed by the earlier ones. The verbs of Examples 3 and 4 are specified for

their semantic control information. Verbs like "started" and "decided" require

that their own subject be the subject of their complement sentence; verbs like

"forced" and "allowed" require that their object be the subject of their complement

sentence. We refer to sentences with such verbs as "unambiguous," as contrasted

with the temporarily ambiguous sentences of Examples 1 and 2.



If a reader could use the -,emant or ire- -.ion present i Sentences

4 at the same time as th- ifo! an a .TmEtical category

--ra.-2 structure informa:zion,
mistaken as;icnrent Df

e recent filler to the in Instead, the r!ader

)ul riitially make the correc ss case, the difficul we

Sentence 2B, as c..-mpa' r SeT disappear -1 ti7.ie com-

r sor of Sentences 43 anc 33.

There may on the other har e tw ]i:Ittrct levels of pro_.essing

evolved in the assignment of fi to ca :c-]:rehension time measure

lay to c the products of an early i el w Jy syntactic and lexical

:atego-y information, not semantic pntrui f on, to make initial filler -

Sap assignments. If so, the di ffe ance fc .::-,:ween our Recent Filler and

jistant Filler sentences would be mainta the face of superficially

helpful semntic control informaticm. Semai:tc c :rol information would have

no effect at all at the early leve' DI
yrn(S- rag

b_ be used only at some

more advanced level of processin,_

Ir fact, the inferiority of ':',:tan` ]ler s ,stances remained when we

tested unambiguous sentences. T 3ta =r-3m our ...Aa-mbiguous sentences closely

mirror the data from our ambiguc:_ cm-tau:2s. Plc interaction or main effect

involving whether a sentence per a temporary ambiguity in filler-gap

assignments approached statistic-s--ini-;icance. We take this to indicate that

semantic control information is n :t the early level of sentence compre-

hension that our comprehension react] :-time increase taps. This level presumably

uses only more purely syntactic in-:om,-;-tion, anc operates prior to any level at

which semantic control information bou. a verb can be used.

()



We do have dence that semantic c,_)nt-ro] infcrmati Ts used at some la :er

point of rroces._-7:i. One kinc of evidence :2! F:s from ir :o-tive judgments o:

sentence oof.tpre_,--ipn difficulty. ilmost pur intuitively '.1gel

sentences Like _ be harder to comprehe-;: the re, -ng sentences.

Certainly, 4B ir :ively seems easir tha7 We thi' t these intu- ons

tap only levels processing that p- duce .aningfol _ interpretat-ms

of sentences. .-piguous Distant F --7-.ences like easy, bec,use

th semantic con:- of information blc ._,I-roneous se : -nterpretation

that would triggE- the intuition of en misled. AmL iQ_pus Distant

Filler sentences, like 2B, are open 1 erroneous serT:an7 c interpretation,

and hence seem co-fusing. However, r :rehension react i 7,ime measure taps

an early, pre-semi-'tic, level of pl A which all Di t Filler sentences

share a source of ifficulty.

The other t\ of evidence we ,e teat semantic cont information is

used at a later pc nt in processin: Ales -irom our questio' ..nswering data.

There was no difference in the acc cy wish which questio
. about Recent Filler

and 1.)istant Fille- sentences were _ J.rieree. However, sema 'tic control information

did have an =!ffec- . Subjects answered questions about sertences with unambiguous

verbs more accLra-.ely than questions about sentences whose verbs permitted a

temporary ambicui Ty, 84% vs. 72%. Semantic control information may be used in

assigning meaningful interpretations to sentences after an initial structural

analysis is assigned to them. The semantic support a verb with unambiguous

semantic control properties gives to a correct structural analysis may make a

sentence with an unambiguous verb easier to remember.

Let me sum up. We found that readers initially fill a gap in a sentence

with the most salient possible filler. We further found that they follow this

strategy even when semantic control information about a verb seems to prohibit
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We foL however, that semantic control information affected intuitions

sentence difficulty, and the accuracy with which questions about sentences

_uld be answered. We concluded that our sentence comprehension measures

Aped an early level of sentence processing which uses syntactic but not

lantic control information, while the latter type of information is used later

processing. We intend to continue this research by identifying other levels

;Tro--ssing that occur as distinct, analyzable components of sentence compre-

-- ision, End by characterizing each level of processing in terms of the types of

lguistic and extra-linguistic information it uses.



COMPREHENDING SENTE:

Charles Clifton,
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PANEL A: ILLUSTRATIVE SENTENCES

7 1

la, This is the girl. the teacher. wanted

1,

2a, This i s girli the teacher wanted

:TH MULTIPLE FILLER-GAF DEPENDENCIES

and Lyn Frazier

Dept. of Linguistics

of Massachusetts

k to
.

k.

1

3a, This is the Tirli the techerj decided
I , 7.: talk to

4a, This i is the girl i the teacher allowed tal k,

PANEL B: EXPERIMENTAL SENTENCES AND DATA

Sentence Type

lb. AMBIGUOUS

RECENT FILLER

2b, AMBIGUOUS

DISTANT FILLER

3b. UNAMBIGUOUS

RECENT FILLER

4b, UNAMBIGUOUS

DISTANT FILLER

Example Sentence

Everyone liked the womani "who) the little

child. begged 4 to those stupid

Frencli songs for la:t Christmas.

Everyone liked the woman. (who) the little

child. begged . to ;',ng those stupid

French songs last dristmas,

Everyone liked the womani (who) the little

child. started 4 to sing those stupid

Fre:41 songs for last Christmas.

Everyone liked the woman. (who) the little

child, forced . to ding those stupid

French songs last Christmas,

Comprehension % comprehension c:/:, correct question

RT response answer

PANEL C: EFFECT OF RELATIVE PRONOUN (Comprehension time, msec)

Type of Sentence

'.;1

Recent Filler (1,3)

Distant Filler (2,4)

Ambiguous Control Verbs

Relative Pronoun Relative Pronoun

Absent Present

1077 1069

1228 1120

1073 77% 72eL

1174 63'; 10

1068 78% 830/

1155 69°,1,

Unambiguous Control Verbs

84°,/,

Relative Pronoun

Absent

1042

1170

Relative Pronoun

Present

1094


